
 
 
 

 
 

Bitdefender GravityZone 
Complete Layered Cloud Security for the MSP 

 
with security that ranks first in independent tests. 

  

 

“Companies relying on the Bitdefender solution receive in exchange for their trust not only a 
secure solution, but also a product with exemplary features in terms of a low system load.” 
Guido Habicht, CEO AV-TEST GmbH. 

 
“Bitdefender GravityZone Business Security combines outstanding antimalware, malicious 
URL, and anti-phishing protections with a highly customizable management console.” 
PC MAG 

 

 

Key Features & Benefits 
 

Proven #1 Protection & Performance Simplified management and monthly 
billing 

Local and Cloud Signatures and 
Machine Learning 

Bitdefender consistently ranks first in major 
independent tests for demonstrating the best 
protection against cyber-threats with the fewest 
false positives and smallest performance impact 
on protected systems. 

Administer protection for all customers from a single 
cloud hosted console with monthly billing and without 
additional hardware. Automate tasks and streamline 
management using the API integrations with major 
RMM/PSA platforms. 

Local and Cloud Signatures are used to identify 
known threats efficiently, while advanced 
machine learning algorithms developed over 
10 years predict and accurately identify 
unknown threats before they are executed. 
Bitdefender machine learning has been 
perfected over time, trained using the world’s 
largest security-delivery infrastructure, the 
Global Protective Network. 

Process Monitoring Advanced Anti-exploit Firewall with Intrusion Detection 

Bitdefender Process Inspector continuously 
monitors running process for signs of malicious 
behavior and can block, based on behavior, 
advanced attacks that have eluded other 
prevention layers. 

 

Exploits are often involved in major ransomware 
attacks as they hijack legitimate applications to 
compromise the system. Bitdefender Advanced Anti-
Exploit detects unknown file-based or file-less 
(memory only) exploits by focusing on the attack 
techniques and using behavioral technologies instead 
of signatures of known exploits 

 

Cloud Security for MSP includes a fully-
featured two-way firewall with Intrusion 
Detection to protect endpoints against 
potential attacks while inside or outside the 
network.  

 

Web Filtering  Device Control Content Control 

Essential in blocking web-borne attacks, web 
filtering lets admins block known phishing or other 
malicious websites and scan unknown URLs, 
including HTTPS, to identify potential threats. 

Often not available in competitive solutions, Device 
Control allows admins to block or restrict access to 
certain attachable devices, such as USBs, mitigating the 
risks of malware being introduced via these devices. 

Typically part of a separate offering with other 
vendors, Content Control is included with no 
additional charge in Cloud Security for MSP. 
Block or restrict user access to potentially 
malicious websites or use categories and 
schedules to reduce the attack surface and 
improve productivity. 

 


